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Dear BikeNut 'ers

I hope all is good.
We wanted to let you know of some deals we have for July that are released to
subscribers first.

Firstly, we have the best in Salt Rehydration , Nuun. The popular Tri Berry and
Citrus Fruits are on sale now for £4.99 , down from £5.99 , with RRP £6.99! For
a limited period only and prior to a new Nuun release - more details on that in
the next news bulletin.

Next up is a further discount of Clif Shot Bloks Black Cherry to £1.99, again
likely just to the end of this week. One of the best ways to get that extra boost
when flagging on a long ride ! 

And lastly the delectable Dorset Flapjacks are down to 85p - for 120g of oats!

We would additionally  like to take the opportunity to stress and  encourage all
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subscribers to take advantage of our Rewards Scheme - we have tweeked it
especially  to reward repeat and valued customers  - just recently we  increased
the $ available for referrals and shares . For example, if you refer just one
friend you will earn 200 points and will likely qualify for a £5 discount, refer 3
friends and you will get £10 off your next order! Plus , in all referral instances,
your friend gets a 10% discount too!  Double Win.

All details can be found on the Referrals tab on the left of the Front Screen.
Points earnt are here:
 

Finally, to sign off and to celebrate the start of the Tour de France this year we
are offering up the chance to win a free box of goodies(incl. flapjacks/gels etc)
 to our subscribers. All you have to do to enter is like our Facebook page and
reply with your answer to this question: Which rider will win Stage 9 to Andorra
Arcalis on 10th July?



(Even if you are clueless , its worth a guess :) )
The Winner will be contacted and their prize sent out on Monday.
 

Happy Biking all 

BikeNut Team
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